
Prallagon Consulting Group exists to address humanity’s 
sustainability needs going forward. We first strive to develop 
the criteria needed and then strengthen human resolve to use it 
to foster societal well-being in globalizing environments. This 
means to make a marked departure from the diabolical and 
destructive human behavior, elements still clear in human 
societies that find roots in a colonial past.

We share ideas on actions available in order to create new and 
inclusive global realities. This requires the pursuit of 
knowledge, analysis, and gaining a different perspective with a 
profound realization of the contours of discovery that could 
make available ‘new knowledge’ that could manifest ‘actionable 
knowledge’ translatable into patterns of instruction and direct 
action at all social levels.

This ‘new thinking’ provides the bedrock for humanity to move 
beyond complacency and engage a proactive stance of resolve.

In this way, we add value to initiatives designed to elevate 
human consciousness to a level of inclusive reality, the end-
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game being to create the criteria needed to foster a cohesive 
public policy to advance human endeavor in a global context.

We stress the synergistic capability of leadership, law, and 
governance as a unified operative made inclusive of a cohesive 
public policy. It is a policy that remains consistent in 
championing human commonalities based on moral, ethical 
and spiritual values to secure long-term sustainability goals and 
objectives.

This bridges the gap between where humanity stands today in 
relation to where it could be at various time-stamped intervals 
in near-futures, with plans and projections to extend these 
time-horizons far into the distant but unknown future. Theory 
is great, but proof lives in concerted action.

Analogy. Throughout history it’s been opportune for 
segmented societies to promote their self-interest through 
open conflict (warfare). But humanity now requires more fair 
standards and inclusive approaches that reflect advances made 
in the socio-scientific arena, that when combined new 
knowledge in an ‘actionable’ context along with perceptive 
undertakings will foster the systematic and progressive 
strategies needed to realize sustainable progress over extended 
time-horizons. This process corrects an institutional failure to 
plan long-term in ways that maximize human potential to 
realize global sustainability.

Solutions in Context. We explicate the practice of leadership, 
law, and governance as a unified trilateral contextualized within 
the framework of humanity’s oneness as a species; the core 
principle forged as integrated bedrock to spearhead strategic 
undertakings in globalizing environments. It’s an effort 
requiring deep consideration and systematic planning to 
achieve long-term results within progressive milestones. Along 
with a shared species identity (foremost in importance)—
spiritual infusion, it cements unified and unbridled efforts to 
resolve long-entrenched problems in human affairs.

Success in human affairs requires knowledge, personal will, 
forbearance, integrity, forthright action, and moral courage 
embodied with a profound sense of justice. Our aim is to serve 
humanity by exploiting its diversity in ways that foster a global 
awareness which remains consistent with principles in play to 
bring about stable and progressive outcomes. We realize that 
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criteria for sustainable achievements live in justice and 
sacrificial endeavors, conduits for spiritual-based solutions.

These are the challenges now faced by humankind, conditions 
requiring new understanding of humanity and of its ultimate 
purpose is to advance civilization. From this point on, the basis 
for our efforts must reflect a spiritual context.
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